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Performance you can rely on.

30th CIMAC WORLD CONGRESS 
AND EXHIBITION2023

TUESDAY 13 JUNE 
INNIO HALL 
PAPER 094: Effects 
of engine operating 
parameters on natural gas 
engine oil life

WEDNESDAY 14 JUNE 
ACCELLERON HALL 
PECHA KUCHA SESSION 638: 
The Impact of Future fuels on 
lubricating oil formulation

THURSDAY 15 JUNE 
INNIO HALL
PAPER 008: Demonstrating 
significant fuel consumption 
and emissions savings with 
combustion improver additives

Infineum at CIMAC

PAPER 014: The fuel oil spin 
test: a method to help fuel 
users predict sludge issues  
at the fuel oil separator

POSTER 117: Formulation  
of TPEO Lubricants For  
Low Sulphur Residual  
Fuels Post 2020



With a focus on the development, manufacturing and marketing  
of advanced additives for lubricants and fuels 

Infineum is a world-leading 
specialty chemicals company 

Lubricant solutions Marine fuels solutions

The fuels and lubricant additives and formulations 
developed by Infineum are here to support the large 
engine sector as it works to reduce costs, emissions and 
downtime, while also looking to meet new sustainability 
and decarbonisation ambitions. Our expertise means we 
can formulate solutions tailored to the requirements of a 
wide variety of large engine applications.

Our lubricant products are designed to help you maximise 
the efficiency of your operations and reduce emissions 
while also delivering protection to keep your engines 
running reliably for longer. 

And, as we all work towards a net zero emissions future 
and explore new sources of energy, our products will 
help you take advantage of the new greener fuels 
including biofuels, LNG, ammonia and hydrogen.  

Our proven additives improve energy 
efficiency, keep hardware cleaner for 
longer and reduce emissions, meaning 
lower running costs, less downtime  
and cleaner, greener operations.

Marine Trunk Piston Engine Oils 

Marine Diesel Cylinder Lubricants

Marine System Oils

Gas Engine Oils

Railroad Lubricants

Asphaltene Management

Combustion Improvers

Wax Management 

Pour Point Depressants

Lubricity Improvers

LPGETHANOL METHANOLHYDROGEN LNG



We are here to help you on your decarbonisation and sustainability journey 
– come and talk to us.

INSIGHT

Visit InfineumInsight for access to our special CIMAC 2023 issue 
with articles covering:

Partner with us to explore the power of our next-generation 
lubricant and fuel additives – we are ready to support you with: 

• Worldwide production facilities

• A global supply chain

• Sales representation in more than 70 countries

• Over 1800 highly skilled colleagues

• Dedicated research and development 

• Proven solutions backed by field trial data

Gas Engine articles covering:

Our industry collaborations and the work that is helping 
to ensure the latest gas engines keep running reliably 
and efficiently for longer - delivering maximum uptime, 
improved efficiency and reduced running costs.

Marine articles covering:

Our work with OEMs and ship builders and the ways 
we are working to meet the future challenges of a 
marine segment looking to decarbonise, reduce 
emissions and meet sustainability goals.

For our customers in the marine sector, 
looking for contributions to an enhanced 
Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) rating, we have 
proven solutions ready to help you today. 

> MARINE TRENDS – what’s shaping future technologies?

> FUTURE FUELS – playing a critical role in decarbonisation and sustainability

> CII RATING – and how to reduce your CO2 emissions

> FLEXIBLE FORMULATIONS – in a changing fuels and base stocks landscape

> GAS ENGINES – future directions towards sustainability

Stay informed on the latest news, opinions and trends relevant to people involved 
in the chemicals, lubricants, fuels, transportation and additives industries.
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Infineum’s proprietary additive technology is proven to deliver higher efficiencies as a single oil for  
engines running on Very Low or Zero sulphur fuels, supporting your transition to future fuel alternatives.  
Being MAN ES 40BN CAT II-approved, our two cutting-edge additive packages with tangible performance 
benefits like optimised lubes consumption and reduced emissions will speed up your decarbonization journey. 
Infineum – your preferred solution to a sustainable future.  

Speak to Infineum representatives now for product enquiries at Large.Engine@Infineum.com
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Scan QR Code or visit  
www.infineum.com  
to find out more


